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Chapter 1763

“Father!!” Seeing Wang Dong stopping him, Wang Simin stomped straight on the spot,
unable to kill George Han, and couldn’t solve the hatred in his heart. “I really don’t
understand, father, why do you want to maintain this sick chicken everywhere, you can
tell me since childhood, what you most look down on is this kind of waste.”

Wang Dong ignored him, turned around and glanced at George Han, and apologized:
“Young Master Han, the little girl is a bit rough and reckless, are you okay?”

George Han shook his head and smiled: “Thank you, Master Wang for your concern.
Three thousand is not a big problem. However, if Miss Wang is like this, Master Wang
should be more disciplined. Otherwise, I am really worried that Miss Wang will not be
able to marry in the future.”

Hearing George Han’s words, Wang Simin flew into a rage: “What do you mean, you
bastard? This lady won’t be able to marry? This lady only needs to wave her hand and
countless young masters come to line up in front of my house. Why can’t I get married?
It’s you trash, whoever wants to marry you is the bad luck for eight lifetimes.”

George Han smiled and didn’t speak, he just gave his own opinions, after all, it was a
fact that Wang Simin was so rude and rude.

“Simin, how do you talk?” Wang Dong gave Wang Simin a weird look.

“I’m telling the truth.” Wang Simin turned his head to one side and said unconvinced.

Wang Dong sighed and walked a few steps in front of Wang Simin: “Daughter, you can’t
say that to yourself, understand?”

“What the mess, I’m scolding the damned George Han.” Wang Simin said.

Wang Dong shook his head: “You are talking about yourself, Simin, I thought about it.
You are not too young anymore. It’s time to find another family.”

After speaking, Wang Dong waved his hand, and several servants outside the door
respectfully walked in with piles of jeweled gifts.

Wang Simin saw a dazzling array of treasures and rare goods, almost all of Wang’s
famous possessions, even the most precious living ginseng, among them.

“Father, what are you doing?” Wang Simin asked strangely.



As soon as he put things down, Wang Dong said to George Han: “Young Master Han,
although the little girl is pungent, she is still good in character. I believe that what
happened today is just a momentary misunderstanding. Here are the ten most valuable
items in this house. Two treasures, as long as you are willing to nod your head to marry
a little girl, these things are a bride price.”

Hearing this, Wang Simin was almost crazy. The twelve belongings of the palace, dad,
is this selling women or marrying daughters? What’s more, I still “sell her” to George
Han as a waste!

After George Han was surprised, he hurriedly shook his head at this time, and resolutely
said: “Master Wang, you are joking too much with George Han. Just as the lady said, I
am just a sick child. How can He De marry a lady? Such a daughter? What’s more,
George Han already has a wife.”

“It’s normal for a husband to have three wives and four concubines, and I don’t expect
Simin to be the wife of Young Master Han. As long as Young Master Han is willing, it’s
okay to be a concubine!!” Wang Dong said quickly.

When George Han heard this, he was still determined. Even though Bafang World was
very open on the issue of three wives and four concubines, in George Han’s heart, there
was only Amelia Su in this life, and there was absolutely no possibility of a second one.

“Master Wang is kind, and three thousand are really no blessings.” George Han finished
speaking and glanced at Wang Simin who was about to explode: “Furthermore, I don’t
want Miss Wang to die. So, Master Wang, you can take it back and die. .”

“This…what is going on with Guan Simin’s death?” Wang Dong didn’t understand.

But George Han’s words seemed very harsh in Wang Simin’s ears, because she said
just now that if she marries George Han, she would rather die.

She said the words, but how did she think that her father would suddenly send herself to
the plague god, even pushing and sending it out.

You can even be a concubine yourself!

She is a majestic eldest lady of the Wang family, not to mention the sick chicken George
Han, even the first family of Tianhu City is not qualified.

“Father, if you want me to marry him this sick chicken, then I would rather die.” Wang
Simin gritted his teeth and stared at George Han.

“Yes, Dad doesn’t object, but if you die, it must be the ghost of the Han family too!”
Wang Dong resolutely said.



Hearing this, Wang Simin looked at Wang Dong incredulously. Since childhood, his
father loved himself the most. No matter what he did, he would never scold himself even
once.

Because of this, Wang Simin, who lacked self-confidence since he was a child, did
some savage things every time, trying to attract his father’s attention.

But what I didn’t expect was that today my father would rather let himself die for a sick
chicken!

“Okay, I’ll let you see it!” Wang Simin’s eyes were full of tears, heartbroken, and he
turned around and picked up the sword to snatch on his neck.

Wang Dong kicked the sword to her, and then slapped Wang Simin’s face with a heavy
slap: “You have enough trouble, come, take the young lady back to the house for me.
Without my order, she is not allowed to go out. .”

Wang Simin touched his painful and swollen face and looked at Wang Dong bitterly, and
was led out of the room by his servant.

Wang Dong looked at George Han at this time and said, “Young Master Han, I’ll leave
first.”

George Han thought that this was the end of the matter. Early the next morning, he
deliberately got up very early because he was going to find Pangu.
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When the three of them arrived at the hall, they resigned with Wang Dong. Surprisingly,
Wang Dong agreed very simply, and sent someone to give the three of them.

However, George Han frowned when he arrived at the door of the palace.

The guards on the gates of the city yesterday were standing there, grinning, looking at
the three of George Han. Obviously, the other party was not good.

Seeing that the situation was wrong, Qin Qingfeng hurried in to find Wang Dong. After a
while, Wang Dong came out, but after looking at George Han, he said to the guard chief:
“These three people, before stepping out of my Wang’s house, Those are all guests of
my Wang family. If you dare to mess around, don’t blame my Wang for being ruthless.”

George Han smiled bitterly: “On the contrary, if we walk out of the palace, we have
nothing to do with Master Wang, right?”

Wang Dong smiled softly: “Young Master Han, you are really smart.”



George Han is not only smart, he can even think that the Zhuanghu gang are definitely
called by Wang Dong. His purpose is naturally to force himself to marry Wang Simin,
although he can’t guess why Wang Dong insisted on letting himself marry. Wang Simin,
but in any case, he would not agree to this marriage.

“Brother Wang, you are…” Qin Qingfeng looked at Wang Dong in confusion.

“Brother Qin, I did this with good intentions. As long as three thousand people are willing
to be the son-in-law of my royal family, I can guarantee that not only will no one dare to
block your way in Tianhu City, but also the twelve treasures of my royal family. A lot of
them will be given to you.” Wang Dong said softly.

Upon hearing this, Qin Qingfeng was inexplicably excited, and he pulled George Han
and said, “Three thousand, I am thankful that Brother Wang looked at you, Miss Simin,
you saw it yesterday, although your temper is a little bit more willful, but It looks like a
fairy, not to mention, there are the twelve treasures that are well-known by the Wang
family. If you get these, then you will be terrible. We won’t lose the business.”

George Han shook his head resolutely: “I won’t marry Miss Wang, I have my own heart.”

“Three thousand, confused. Master Wang is a big family in Tianhu City. If he helps you,
you will grow faster, you know?” Qin Qingfeng said.

George Han still shook his head: “Even if you give me Jinshan Yinshan, I will never
betray her, Master, go back.”

Seeing George Han returned to the palace, Wang Dong was very satisfied. He thought
that although George Han’s mouth was hard, but he had already begun to succumb, he
smiled lightly, and then went back to the house.

But what Wang Dong didn’t expect was that after George Han returned to the house, he
ignored him at all and went directly to the guest room to rest.

Wang Dong is not in a hurry, as long as George Han is trapped here, he will agree
sooner or later.

Therefore, after sending a few servants to stare at George Han, Wang Dong didn’t
bother George Han too much.

In the evening, George Han came out, and several servants immediately became
nervous. George Han smiled: “What? Is it possible that I can’t meet my future bride?”

Hearing this, several servants relaxed their vigilance and followed George Han to Wang
Simin’s boudoir.

After arriving in Wang Simin’s boudoir, he followed George Han’s servant and the
doorkeeper to confess a few words. The other party quickly opened the door, and
George Han entered the room and couldn’t help but smile.



This is where the girl’s boudoir is. This is clearly a weapons room. In the room, there are
all kinds of weapons. Even the head of her bed is hung with a large knife that is more
than one meter long.

Seeing George Han coming in, Wang Simin immediately drew his sword: “You sick
chicken, why are you here in my house?”

“Hehe, your father married you to me, and I agreed, so of course I came to the bridal
chamber with you.” George Han smiled slightly on his face.

Upon hearing this, several servants wisely retreated and closed the door.

Wang Simin was on the verge of an enemy: “Smelly sick chicken, I warn you, if you dare
to touch me, I will kill you immediately.”

George Han smiled and saw that the servants had all withdrawn, and said sternly: “Don’t
worry, I am not interested in you, even if you are naked on the bed, I come to you
because I want to make a deal with you.”

Are you uninterested in lying on the bed? When Wang Simin heard this sentence, it was
simply a shame, why? Is this looking down on yourself?

However, she is more concerned about the second half of George Han’s words: “What
can I do with a sick chicken like you? Are you worthy?”

“I don’t want to marry you, and you don’t want to marry me, so how about you take me
out?” George Han said.

“Why should I help you?” Wang Simin said coldly.

“You don’t have to help me, but if I stay in Wang’s house for a day, your father won’t give
up the idea of   letting you marry me, so if you help me, you are also helping
yourself.” George Han said.

Wang Simin thought for a moment and nodded: “Okay, I promise you, there is a
alchemy room in my house, there is a secret path there, we can escape from there, and
there are many good things there, which can be cheap. You sick chicken!”

George Han frowned: “Will you be so good?”

At this time, Wang Simin’s mouth made a sneer inadvertently, which was cold and
breathtaking.
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After midnight, the guards outside thought that George Han and Wang Simin were
already in the bridal chamber, so they relaxed their vigilance. In addition, it was late at
night, and the guards even dozed off with each other.

Wang Simin skillfully took George Han, and quietly ran out from a dark hole beside the
bed in the house. George Han knew that Wang Simin estimated that he was usually
detained, and then ran out secretly.

After returning to the guest room and waking Qin Qingfeng and Xiao Tao, the four of
them sneakily went to the Wang Family’s alchemy room under the cover of night.

In the Bafang world, most of the wealthy big families will have their own alchemy rooms
for refining special spiritual pills.

The Wang family is no exception, and the alchemy room is quite large. In addition to the
material room filled with various materials, there is also a main alchemy room dedicated
to alchemy next to it.

The alchemy room is very large, with a black furnace in the center, and several furnace
windows around you can see the red light in the furnace.

Wang Simin moved cleverly, a wicked smile was drawn at the corner of his mouth, and
he got up and took apart the several pill bottles next to him, then counted down a few pill
bottles, placed them in the palm of his hand, and said to George Han: “Don’t say I will
not take care of you. , Nuo, it’s all my father’s private possessions.”

George Han frowned: “Will you be so kind?”

Wang Simin frowned, “Don’t pull it down, I just want to give you something to make you
have a good body, and you can roll far away. Don’t go back nearby and harm Miss Ben.
Kindly regard it as a donkey liver and lungs. You want it, but I don’t Yes.”

Qin Qingfeng walked to George Han at this time, and whispered: “Three thousand,
Wang Dong is a master of Tianhu, with a lot of rare and exotic goods in his hands, so
the pill he refined is far more than the green jade bottle of the emptiness Even better,
since Miss Wang is kind, please accept it.”

George Han frowned slightly. He actually doubted that Wang Simin would be so kind to
give himself a pill. After all, she had always bullied and humiliated herself, so how could
she suddenly change her temper.

However, the reasons given by Wang Simin helped George Han dispel many doubts.
With Qin Qingfeng’s words, George Han eagerly wanted to recover his body, which was
a little shaken at this time.

Qin Qingfeng smiled and said to Wang Simin: “Miss Wang, this child George Han is not
very good at talking, I will apologize to you on his behalf, this medicine…”



Wang Simin looked at George Han coldly, and then stretched out her hand. Just when
Qin Qingfeng was about to take it, she gently opened her hand, and the pill was
immediately sprinkled on the ground.

George Han’s face sank, Wang Simin made it clear that this was insulting himself, but
Qin Qingfeng hurriedly bent over and picked up all the pills for George Han, and then
handed it to George Han, elbow desperately He arrived in South Korea for three
thousand, and signaled him not to have the same knowledge as Wang Simin.

George Han took the medicine. There were more than a dozen pills of different colors.
He glanced at Wang Simin. Although her eyes were obviously dodging, George Han
wanted to recover herself too eagerly. After all, the Pangu clan was right in front of him. ,
Amelia Su was right in front of him, he missed Amelia Su so much, he put it in his mouth
without hesitation.

Seeing George Han taking all the medicine, Wang Simin’s eyes were both proud and
worried, but it was fleeting.

“Okay, let’s go.” Qin Qingfeng said at this time.

Wang Simin nodded. After searching in the medicine pavilion on the east wall for a while,
he pulled a medicine drawer at the top left, and immediately under the corner of the west
wall, there was a slight muffled sound, a secret mouth about an adult’s size. Appears in
a hidden corner of the wall.

After a group of people entered through the secret port, they entered an extremely long
tunnel.

After crossing a full half a mile, there was a little light ahead, and then about half a mile
ahead, there was an exit above the head.

Tianhu City is huge, almost encompassing the main urban area and the suburban
forests and mountains around a hundred miles around. This secret road almost passes
through the main urban area where the palace is located, directly to the mountain forest
to the southeast.

After the four came out, Qin Qingfeng said to Wang Simin with joy, “Thank you, Miss
Wang, for your help.”

George Han smiled disdainfully: “She is only for herself, otherwise would she be so kind
to send us out?”

After that, George Han glanced at Wang Simin, and said, “We have reached a deal,
don’t let it go, goodbye, no, never see again.”

“Master, let’s set off.” George Han turned around.



Qin Qingfeng nodded, and after saying goodbye to Wang Simin one by one with Xiao
Tao, Qin Qingfeng glanced at the stars and pointed to the east: “Let’s go over there.”

The three masters and apprentices, taking advantage of the moonlight, quietly headed
towards the continuous mountains in the east of the city.

When the sky was light, the three finally passed through the thorns and reached the
mountain range in the east of the city.

“Master, there is no road ahead. Are you sure that the location is correct?” George Han
glanced at the endless mountains at the end. He couldn’t even see his head. He didn’t
know what Lake City had become this day. Tianhu City is half the size of a province on
earth.

“Chengdong Mountain goes up the mountain, the water in the north, the black water, the
top of the snow-capped mountain, the fallen leaves return to their roots. I always
remember these words, our direction can not be wrong.” Qin Qingfeng resolutely said.

Looking at the east, Qin Qingfeng’s eyes flashed with sadness.

George Han nodded, then turned around and walked a few steps before walking in front
of Wang Simin, frowning: “Miss Wang, you have walked with us a few miles from your
exit, you should go now.”

Wang Simin looked embarrassed, and forcedly said: “Who…who is with you, Tianhu
City is not yours, besides, I have to watch you go far, otherwise you will come back
halfway, what shall I do?”

Then, Wang Simin frowned and muttered in his heart, the time was almost time, this sick
chicken should have become poisonous. She remembered that there was a medicine in
the alchemy furnace. As long as people took it, it would be very itchy. She didn’t know
what the medicine looked like, so she grabbed a lot of it randomly, but it was certain that
there must be that medicine in it. .

According to the hour, George Han should be poisoned.

At this time, George Han looked at Wang Simin speechlessly. When he was really a little
devil and trying to talk, George Han suddenly felt a sudden heat wave in his body.
Before he could reflect, this heat wave hit his brain. Ding, in just a moment, George Han
staggered to the ground, his whole body was flushed, like burning iron.

Seeing that George Han had poisoned, Wang Simin laughed at the corner of his mouth:
“Sick chicken, let you offend this lady, you just wait to die by itching.”

Seeing George Han fall to the ground suddenly, Qin Qingfeng and Xiao Tao rushed over
anxiously, trying to help George Han, but when they touched George Han, they were
burnt instantly, and George Han was just like The flame is average and the temperature
is terrible.
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“This…” Qin Qingfeng looked at George Han incredibly, and then at Wang Simin, who
was extremely proud of him.

“Don’t worry, you can’t die. There is a very itchy poison in those pills. Three hours later,
it disappears by itself. Okay, this lady has enough fun, dead chicken, if you want, let’s
never not see.”

After speaking, Wang Simin bounced happily and ran in another direction.

After teasing George Han, she finally escaped, and it was time to play around.

“Ahhh!!!

With a thud, Wang Simin looked back. At this time, at the big river, as George Han fell,
the whole river suddenly murmured, and a stream of smoke slowly rose.

The whole river is boiling!

Wang Simin’s whole person was stunned and motionless.

How could this be???

“Miss Simin, what did you eat for George Han?” Qin Qingfeng was anxious and was
about to go down to the river to rescue George Han!

“what!!!”

George Han suddenly stood up from the water, waved his arms and shouted in pain.

“boom!!”

The great river exploded instantly, and the half-bed of the river was blown up by
countless water columns!

“I…I…I just…just, I just gave him some itchy poison.” Wang Simin panicked at a loss.

At this time, Wang Dong had already gotten up, and his subordinates told him early in
the morning that George Han went to the lady’s room last night, and hadn’t been out all
night, it must have been a storm to spend time in Wushan.

Wang Dong is very happy. As long as George Han becomes the son-in-law of the Wang
family, he can use the power of the Wang family to help George Han and let George
Han lead the Wang family to dominate the world in the future.

Think about it, Wang Dong feels excited.



This is because I have a beautiful daughter. Although it is a bit savage and willful, but
those who can seduce a good son-in-law are all good daughters.

Wang Dong personally ordered the kitchen to prepare good snow lotus porridge,
intending to make up for his daughter’s physical strength that was consumed by the
battle last night.

However, after knocking on the door for a long time, there was no movement in the back
room. Could it be that George Han seemed to be sick, but when he played with them, he
was alive and well, so both of them were too tired to get up yet?

Thinking of this, Wang Dong was not in a hurry. He simply waited at the door with two
bowls of snow lotus porridge, but the more he waited, the more Wang Dong found out
that there was something wrong. The room was too quiet, no matter how tired, at least
he could breathe?

With a tight heart, Wang Dong simply rushed into the room. When he saw that there was
no one in the room, Wang Dong cried out and hurried to the passenger compartment.
When he saw that George Han and others were not in the room. When he was a human
being, Wang Dong’s face was full of uncertain premonitions.

“Damn it!” Wang Dong shouted angrily, hurried away like an alchemy room.

He knows that Wang Simin often loves to run out of that secret road, not once or twice
since childhood.

When he arrived in the alchemy room and saw the lightly opened secret room, Wang
Dong’s face was miserable. It was obvious that he had already guessed what had
happened.

But what annoyed him the most was when his gaze turned away from the medicine
pavilion, he looked at the open medicine drawers. Wang Dong rushed over in a panic
and looked at a drawer. The whole person was suddenly five gods. Lost, holding the
medicine drawer, his butt fell to the ground.

“My five-element golden pill, I… my five-element golden pill!!!”

Wang Dong’s eyes are absent, and the anti-Buddha has changed dramatically. If he
heard that George Han was going to Wushan with his daughter in the morning, he was
happy to take off, then now, he was lost and went straight into the ground for thousands
of meters. The kind that can’t be figured out.

It took Wang Dong more than thirty years to spend half of the Wang family’s wealth to
reluctantly collect all the rare materials in the world. After three years of refining, he
finally cultivated it yesterday morning. Five Elements Golden Core.



Because the Five Elements Golden Pill is too strong, yesterday afternoon, he went
outside the city to find an expert, and used a lot of money to buy Black Soft Grass, a
feminine grass that can suppress the Five Elements Golden Pill.

With this herbal medicine, he can swallow the golden core, and then quickly improve his
cultivation base, so that he can show off the show and bring back even greater honor to
the Wang family at the group meeting one month later.

But Herb just returned, but he received a guest, but Dan was gone.

Wang Dong wanted to cry without tears, and he was half leaning on the medicine
pavilion, feeling weak.

“No, no, no son-in-law, Dan… Dan is gone, no, no, all gone.” Wang Dong weakly beat
the medicine drawer on his hand, and he almost cried. Up.

But when he was halfway through crying, he was taken aback suddenly, and his face
was full of anxiety: “Fuck, won’t you?”

Then, he stood up in a hurry and turned in the drawer next to him. When he saw that the
drawer was still empty, Wang Dong was shocked and stunned.
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